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Pain
	An unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential damage.

Pain Tolerance
	Variable period of pain endurance before a pain response is initiated.

Pain Threshold
	a point at which the noxious stimulus is perceived as pain

Two Types of Pain
1.	Fast pain -  sharp pain, pricking pain, acute pain, electric pain
		-  the type of pain felt when a needle is stuck into the skin, when     		    the skin is cut with a knife, or when the skin is acutely burned
		-  plays an important role in making the person react 				    immediately to remove himself from the stimulus
		-  not felt in the deeper tissues in the body
2.	Slow pain - burning, aching or throbbing pain leading to unbearable
		   suffering
		 - the type of pain usually associated with tissue destruction
		 - can occur both in the skin and in almost any deep tissue and 			   organ 
Nociceptors
	Pain free nerve endings spread in skin and other body parts

Two Types 
1.	A fibers - small, myelinated fibers that conduct fast pain
	      	      at 6 - 30 m/sec.
		   - activated by thermal and mechanical stimuli
		   - involved neurotransmitter is glutamate

2.	C fibers - larger, unmyelinated fibers that conducts slow pain at 
		     0.5 - 2 m/sec
		   - involved neurotransmitter is substance P


·	Dorsal Root Ganglia
	Found on the dorsal or posterior root of all spinal nerves that conduct 	impulses into the spinal cord

·	Spinothalamic Tract
	The principal pain conducting pathway in the spinal cord

·	Reticular Formation
	The seat of the reticular activating system that serves the function of 	arousing and promoting actions to rid the body of the painful stimulus

·	Thalamus
	The major center for processing sensations and relaying these 	sensations to cerebral cortex

·	Cerebral Cortex
	Responsible for making the discriminative, exact and meaningful 	interpretation of pain

	PAIN PATHWAY FROM SKIN TO CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

Pain Stimuli Applied to the Skin
( thermal, mechanical, chemical )
		
			A pain fibers			    C pain fibers
	                   ( acute/fast pain )  	         ( chronic/slow pain )

Dorsal Root Ganglia

Spinal Cord

Spinothalamic Tract

		Neospinothalamic Tract		    	 Paleospinothalamic Tract
		      ( fast pain )				          ( slow pain )

		A fibers terminate in			        C fibers terminate in
	        Lamina I of dorsal horns			          Lamina II and III
	     and excite secondary neurons                               of dorsal horns
	        ( release of Glutamate ) 			     ( release of Substance P )
	            


					
						 Laminas V and VII where last neuron 							    give rise to a long axon
				 					

        Anterolateral Spinal Cord                                     Anterolateral Spinal Cord

Reticular areas Thalamus  Posterior nuclear		      Reticular formation
of brainstem                      group of thalamus

	Ventro basal complex		Fiber C widely terminate		1/10 - 1/4 of 						           in brainstem	 	Fiber C terminate in 											thalamus

          Basal areas of brain    Reticular nuclei	      Tectal area of	Periaqueductal region
			          in medulla, pons,   mecencephalon	of acqueduct of
			      and mecencephalon			Sylvius

         Somatic sensory cortex			      	Basal brain 	


           Localization of pain			   Somatic sensory cortex
       (Fast and more accurate)

					           	     Localization of pain
						 (Slow and less accurate)


	 




